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Research Background and Question

Embedded metadata in digital files is not a new concept. Recently, the Visual Resources community has been looking into the benefits of embedded descriptive metadata as image collections go increasingly digital.

Can visual resource collection curators and image creators employ the benefits of embedding metadata that will eventually aid in the long-term access and preservation of these digital assets?

Visual Resources Association Response

Greg Reser raised the issue of embedding metadata in fall 2008 looking for a way to automate populating digital image metadata with existing descriptive metadata from a database.

Many image libraries are focused on producing and storing image surrogates for research and teaching. As descriptive information of the work of architecture changes or is annotated overtime, VRA curators are asking if embedding metadata would be worth the time involved.

The VRA formally charged the Embedded Metadata Subgroup as part of the Descriptive Standards Committee. Greg Reser (UCSD) and Johanna Bauman (ARTstor) are the group co-chairs.

Archival Community Interest

Would the inclusion of embedded detailed VRA Core descriptive metadata be useful to archives and the long-term access of digital visual materials?

Would full descriptive embedded metadata assure resource identification if the original data source is no longer available?

What tools can be developed or adapted to assist with this process?

What information would archivists want included at the start of a digital image lifecycle?

Would embedded metadata enhance delivery, usability and integration of digitized archival materials leading to increased visibility and use?
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